Renssey Heart Vine (July 20, 1994)

A Filipina who began submitting her work since 2012. Worked as a freelance tourist guide in 2015 and started a new career in 2017. Is now an experienced Call Center Representative who loves taking pictures, writing and painting during her spare time.

She was born in Dapitan City which is a 3rd class city in the province of Zamboanga del Norte, Philippines.

Quick History:

Dapitan City - a remote town in Mindanao under the jurisdiction of Jesuits in 1892-1896. It is now known as the Shrine City of the Philippines because of its historic past. It is where Dr. Jose Rizal was exiled for 4 years and 13 days.

Rizal the Philippine's National Hero spent his productive life in DAPITAN on July 17, 1892. He became a Father, a farmer, a doctor, a brother and a friend to all Dapitanons. Being a doctor, Rizal get to know George Taufer his patient from Hong Kong who sailed to the Philippines to seek treatment for his failing eye sight. In that way Rizal met Josephine Braken Taufer's adopted child and live his last fruitful years in Dapitan.

On July 31, 1896 Rizal and Josephine left Dapitan for his execution in Manila. The town was filled with grief and sorrow of Rizal leaving Dapitan.

Currently Dapitan preserved it's history and you can witness a life from the past that reminds us how Jose Rizal fought for the Filipinos.

You can Visit Dapitan City for more exciting experience.
'Tomorrow Worth The Wait'

I've been waiting.  
Waiting, for those  
Perfect timing.  
Two decades and six,  
A million conflicts.  
Dreams are created, Hopes are build.  
Misfortune  
And frustrations  
Are all along the way.

Life twist with  
A bitter sweet,  
As we keep on moving  
On those busy street.  
Stronger courage for Hardest challenge.  
As we travel on life's Deepest passage.  
Keep going, hold still.  
In the middle of  
Adventure and thrill.

The future awaits  
And no one predicts.  
As tomorrow  
Might be the day.  
The day worth waiting,  
The day you'll always pray.

Renssey Heart Vine
Life is so cruel, Life is a fool.
As we learn to love, we also get hurt.
We can be tempered, we can be cool.
It all matters, on the choices we assert.

Our paths meet playfully; in times of misery.
You are there to comfort, in my darkest days.
But we're both hook up; by our own destiny.
And now we are living, by our separate ways.

I know that this is love, the feelings that we have.
I know that it was you, the man in my dreams; I preview.
You may be the best, but we can't take all the risk.
To love is to be hurt, and a real love is to let go.
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Darkness Shall Vanish

For now I see in the mirror darkly,
The reflection of me standing sadly.
For now I'm trapped by pain and darkness
And I am here dying for sadness.

But I have all the hopes and faith;
To find my way and see the light,
And I have all the knowledge of love;
to forget the sadness that I have.

And when those perfect time have come,
And when the light begins to shine,
Then all that's in the past shall be done;
Those sadness and darkness shalt vanish in time.

For now I cry and scream like a child;
Like a little girl that was left behind.
But when I grew up as tall as you are,
I'll reach the sky no matter how far...
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I Left At The Seaside

I love to stay at the seaside
With fresh air from a low tide
As I hear the whisper of ocean
My burdens are lightened behind

While walking on the seashore
I saw those beautiful creature
The shell, the starfish, and the sand
Are things I pick in hand

The cold winds are here to comfort
When my heart seems fall apart
The blue skies refreshes my mind
As I'm struggling and in vain

This seaside is my best friend
Where my memories wide opened.
If I only have few hours to spend
I would be here till the end.
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A Play Girl

Once I was a play girl
And I hide what I feel
I change my boyfriends awhile
Like changing my cloths a day

For me its all for play
And don’t care what they say
They’re all nothing for me
And fun is all for free

Once I play with my best friend
I turned to be his girlfriend
It all end for a week
Then its time for another pick

Once I used to cheat
I have him, but to others I commit
It all end with a KARMA
For him i change, but it was too late.
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Behind those darkness
You can see a shining light
Just open your eyes
And you'll find it's so bright
when you feel the rain drops
You could feel the sun comes
Underneath those heavy clouds
Are rainbows which color blooms

Remember the steps you've take
It leads you when you were lost
Remember the choice you've made
It may be the reasons why you failed
Remember the things you love
Cause they're all borrowed from above
You might learn to let them go
cause they're all made not for you

Some comes to walk with us
And some comes to measure us
But no matter what they intend
They all come to cause us strength
Life was filled with sorrow
But someday it will end
Don't forget that there's tomorrow
And tomorrow would make sense

You may be left, may be cry
Or may be broke down by pain
you may be fail or even fall
But you can rise up and start again..

life seems like a journey
And the traveler will be you
you chooses your own way
so choose it bravely
the map is in your hands
and hold it tightly
don't intend to give-up
And you'll find the right way
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A Dead Heart

I was walking on the bay.
Listening to the whisper of sea
Feeling the warm breeze.
While waiting for the sunset.

I was standing alone.
Still hoping he would come.
Thinking of the past time.
When he was all and entirely mine.

This sunsets are the memories.
Of those sweet and tender kisses.
Of those warm and tight hugs.
For love I think would last.

And now those times fade.
My heart now seems dead.
How he had left my heart breaks.
And now it still aches.

I am here walking, walking alone.
For those moments are gone, were ended and done.
I am here crying, crying for pain.
How do he left my heart break,
a heart that was now dead...
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My First Love

He was my first love
The guy I fall in-love
He take my first hug
A hug I could ever have
He was my first dance
Those time fill with romance
He was my first kiss
A kiss I would always missed

He is my classmate
The one I want to date
He let my heart break
As his love was all born fake
He got my heart sick
For I know he used to cheat
He made my heart dead
cause he waste the chance I gave

He was my first love
A guy who don't know love
He let my heart break
And now I'm given up...
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You Are My Forever

I know that there's no 'forever'
And there is no 'happy ever after'
Every start has made to end,
And it's so hard to pretend.
I know that this may fade away,
But I'm still fighting day by day;
May life have come and go,
But my forever would always be you.

If I'm given a borrowed time,
I'll spend it with you and it will be fine.
There's no time for pretending,
As I know this might be the ending.
I will take all the sorrow,
And will wake-up for tomorrow;
I'll be holding your arms,
'Till the darkness had come...

As my time started to fade,
You could keep the memories I made;
You may find someone and forget my name,
But those memories would still be the same.
It would never be change,
Would never be gone,
Would never be lost,
And never be break.
It will always flew by the wind,
Like treasures, it will remain.

I know that there's no forever,
But I'm still hoping it would last...
I know that there's no forever,
But still I hope it would exist...
I know that there's no forever,
But loving you seems like FOREVER...
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Prove Your Love On Me [part II]

Dear you had told me how you love me
But, can you prove those things to me?
And you were asking for another chance
Oh! dear I gave you a million times.

Now I have choose to let you go
For I can't take the things you do;
I guess this was the best for you,
To know that you had hurt me so.

This is your time, this is your pick
If you would love me or you would leave,
I know it's hard, but I'm prepared;
For what would happen or what would it take.

Now I will go, for you to think
Now I will leave and give you space,
But if you're strong to fight for me,
Just knock my door and I'll go back...
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Prove Your Love On Me [part I]

It's difficult, I can't decide;
If I'll give up or I would fight
For I was hurt and I am tired
Of the promises that you would change

I haven't see how you love me
And haven't feel you fight for me
But all I hear into your words
The promises that you wont let go

Where are those things you have told me?
That you wont cheat; just only me
But now I know that you had lie
There's another girl aside from me

I felt so bad, oh! It's so hard
I gave you all the chance and love
But you have done the same mistakes
What have I done? Did I've do wrong?
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